IPRO 314 - INTERACTIVE URBAN LANDMARK MEMORIAL KIOSKS FOR EQUAL HOUSING RIGHTS

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. marched through the Gage Park neighborhood in 1966 to raise awareness about equal housing rights in Chicago.

The Gage Park community is however, unaware of the significance of the historical event; students of Gage Park High School thus, decided to memorialize this march by designing an interactive memorial for the community.

**Objective**
- Keeping student ideas and concerns prevalent
- Broadening student visions to develop initial concepts
- Developing a prototype based on student ideas

**Methodology**
- Set up workshops as a tool to interpret student thoughts
- Expose students to precedent studies to broaden their ideas
- Organize design-based workshops to incorporate the new skills into developing a prototype

**Conclusion**
Workshops helped students to think outside their initial design of an ATM machine for the memorial. Interactive digital media is the most desired element for the memorial.

“OUR LIVES BEGIN TO END THE DAY WE BECOME SILENT ABOUT THINGS THAT MATTER”
- Dr. Martin Luther King